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Abstract: We develop a model of noisy rational ""P"Clations equilibrium in segmented markets. The 
noise emerges endogenously through intennarlcet efl'ects rather than through exogenous supply noise 
from liquidity or naive trading as in standard noisy rational expectations equilibrium of the Hellwig 
type. Existence of and persistence of segmentation in equilibrium is established. A metric to determine 
welfilre efl'ects of the degree of segmentation is also derived. This metric is structurally different from 
the metric derived in the standard models and includes the latter as a special case. Empirical evidence 
from and observed characteristics of „real world" economies that support the economic intuition 
underlying the model are described in some detail. 
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L INTRODUCDON 

Gr()S.<Jllan ( {1989), p. 92) poses the following eo nun drum to show that costly 

information must have market value: 'If competitive equilibrium is defined as a situation 

in which prices are such that all ariJitruge profiJs are eliminated, it is possible that a 

competitive economy can always be in equihbrium? Oearly not, for then those who 

arbitrage make no (private) return on their (privately) costly activities. Hence the 

assumption that all markets, including that for infomwtion are always in equihbrium and 

always perfectly arbitraged is inconsistent when ariJitruge is costly' ( emphasis added). 

This is a variation of the well-known Grossman-Stiglitz (1980) paradox that there do 

not exist opportunities to collect rents from private information in a rational expectations 

equilibrium, (REE) because the equilibrium pricing functional is fully revealing ( of the 

private information) and thus becomes a fuJ1y revealing rational expectations equilihrium, 

appropriately abbreviated as FREE. Fully revealing rational expectations equilibria are 

empirically inconsistent with the widespread and well-documented practices of costly 

information search and profitable sale in financial markets. 

This conundrum led to the discovery that if independent exogenous noise is added 

to the aggregate supply of securities, then rents to private information are assured because 

the REE is not FREE; that is, a noisy ruti.onal expectations equilihrium (NREE) emerges. 

A !arge literature exists on various aspects of NREE and information value in NREE (see, 

e.g., Hellwig (1980), Verrecchia (1982), Admati (1985), and Admati and Pfleiderer (1987) 
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among others).' Of these, the recent work of Admati, and Admati and Pfleiderer is quite 

comprehensive with a number of new insights into the comparative statics of information 

allocation in the economy. We term these models the standard integrated (market) NREE 

models - SINREE models. 

The assumption of exogenous noise in the supply of securities !arge enough to affect 

the trading strategies of agents is lngically disquieting because it requires the juxtaposition 

of extremely rational and irrational trading strategies in the market. At a purely 

mathematical leve~ it simply is a modelling artifice that yields an NREE. Tue usual story 

to provide a rationale for the artifice goes as follows: There are naive or "liquidity 

motivated" traders in the economy who trade in the market, in total disregarrl of the 

1lt sbould be notcd here that these citations are &om thc genrc of rescarch initiated by Grossmaa. (1976). 
called tbe 'paramctric" REE models that assume constaDI aboolute risl: ...,.;o,, (exponential utility functions) 
!ur tnulers' prefacnccs "''" end-of-period wcallh and mllltWariate normal di.Kributions !ur all J'lUldom wriablcs 
(sw:h as asset pa,.,OS. asset sopplies, and priwte and public informalioo signals). There also cDst morc gencral 
models whkh do not U.pose any paramctric reslridions oo prefacnccs and boliofs that show that a ntioaal 
expedatiom equilibrium need not be fuß rcvea1ing. Tbc reason bete is tbat thc dimensional sizc of thc private 
wonnalioo o=cds tbe capacity of tbe priee functional to .....i it (sec, o.g., Jordan and Radner (1982)). A 
morc detailod titcraton: swvey is fouad in Ramamurtic (1990). 
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prevailing prices so that their trades add an irrational element to the supply of the securities 

to make it appear random to the informed and rational traders.2 

In this paper we take a fundamenJal/y differenJ approach to modelling a parametric 

economy that yields an NREE. We derive an NREE without exogenous supply noise, but in 

which the noise in the pricing functional emerges endogenous/y. Our approach formalizes 

Arrow's (1974a, 1974b) long held and profound intuition that the inforrnation processing 

limitations of economic agents ( and even machines) would make processing a gigantic 

schedule of contingent claints prices physically impossible. 11tis would naturally result in 

market incompleteness across time and space. In the one period economy we posit here, 

we assume that similar information processing limitations segment the economy into 

different smaller conglomerations of assets that we term "regional markets." Economic 

1The issue of "liquidity trading" is rather controversial becausc it has two distinct aspects associated with it • 
one of a matbematical artifice that is necessary for thc mathematical analysis in the SINREE models not to 

come to grief on the rock: of the Grossman-Stiglitz paradox. Tbc other aspect is wbethcr or not it is possible 
to interpret the artifice in an cconomically meaningful way in the sense that it could characteriz.e behavior of 
economic agents within tbe context of •economically rational behavior" wbich has, in all economic modelling of 
preference maximizing economic man (person), interpreted to mean the economic agents ad to maximin: their 
preferences over consumption bundles. 

On the first count as a mathematical artifice. it has served its purpose well lt is obvious that without 
this artifice, wc would not bave the very interesting and powetful economic insights of the S1NREE model, 
especially that found in tbe recent work of Admati (1985} and Admati and Pfleiderer (1987). 

Controversy essentially swirls around the attempts to provide tbe artifice a meaningful ioterpretation in 
ec.onomic models based on the assumptioo of the rational ecooomic agent In a recent lucid survey Leroy 
((1989), p. 16U) has put this matter succinctly as follows: "By renaming invtionaJity trading as 'noise·trading' 
(FISCh"') Black (1986) avoided the I-wonl, then:by sanüWng inutiona/ity and rendering tt palatable to many 
aoalysts who in otber settings would not bc receptive to such a specification• ( emphasis added). 

Tbis is the central dilemma. What we wisb to poiot out here, and this will become clear in tbe paper, 
tbat tbe segmented market model we prcsent here completely avoids tbis dilemma because tbere is absolutely 
no irrational trading in our modeL Yet wc are able to generate intermarket trodingnoise whose mathematical 
form is identical to that assumed in the SINREE models. Consequently, as weil shall elaborate in more detail 
later, we can ac.com.m.odate all SINREE models and tbeir powerful ins.igbts as partial equihörium models of each 
regional market in a meta model of a segmented market economy (we are indebted to Edward J. Green for 
aierting US to this ioterpretation). Thus there is not need within our model to abandon the insights of such 
seminal work as that of Adm.ati (1985) and Admati and Pßeidercr (1987), a price we believe is too high to pay 
to avoid a controversy that is rendered moot in our modeL 
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agents who hold assets in these regional markets have common knowledge (sec e.g., Amnann 

(1976), Binmore and Brandenburger (1988), among others) about the entire structure of 

their regional market but not about the structure of other markets. In regards to these 

other markets, they only know of their existence. There is also a "central market" of all 

publicly known and traded assets that is common knowledge among all economic agents in 

the economy. Finally, all economic agents are rational with respect to their common 

knowledge and there are no liquidity or naive truders in the economy. Our economy admits 

multiple risky assets and one riskless asset as numeraire. Ausubel (1990), independently of 

us, has recently constructed a non-parametric model without exogenous noise, with different 

assumptions and characteristics. 

Traders in each regional market trade in their regional market and the central 

market with whatever private information they have. Figure 1 provides a pictorial intuition 

of the most basic case of one central market and two regional markets. Tue mode~ of 

course, is capable of accommodating every possible configuration of one central market and 

arbitrary finite nnmber of regional markets. The discussion on the results is tobe taken in 

this general spirit. After trade, the economy stabilizes into a noisy rational expectations 

equilibrium with the following characteristics: 

1. Bach trader's rational price conjectures about bis regional market and the central 

market securities are fulfilled in equilibrium. 

2. Tue "noise" in the NREE price functional is entirely a consequence of inlermarlret 

price effects on regional market prices resulting from the activities of traders in other 

regional markets transmitted through the prices in the central market. To highlight 
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this crucial feature we assume !hat supplies of securities are not random. All traders 

know exactly the number of securities issued and outstanding. 

3. The form of the endogenous "noise" terms that emerge in the segmented economy 

RE pricing functionals in each regional market from intermarket effects in 

mathematically indistinguishable from the a priori assumed form of supply noise term 

in the SINREE models. 

4. Segmentation of the economy persists in equilibrium - there is no convergence 

toward an integrated markel 

5. If the economy begins as an integrated market as in a SINREE model, then we prove 

!hat segmentation can never be precipitated in such an economy under the usual 

assumptions of independent noise (independent of asset payoff random variables) 

found in the SINREE model literature. 

6. Tue parametric form of the segmented market NREE admits an incremental 

"information-value' metric !hat has a nice closed form. lt is distinct from the 

SINREE "information-value" metric developed in Admati and Pfleiderer (1987). 

Using this metric we provide some insights into different types of information 

producing activity such as regional market spanning, or within market information, 

or both. 

Tue terms "regional markets" and "central market" should not be construed in the 

narrow traditional sense of regional exchanges such as the Pacific Stock Exchange and the 

New York Stock Exchange. On the contrary, we consider all listed stocks and other 

securities in all puhlic markets in one country as the tradable assets in the central markel 
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The term "asset market" used here has a much broader meaning than the usual meaning 

accorded to it in textbooks and the popular press.' 

Tue "regional [asset] markets" envisaged here mean any collection of assets such as 

real estate, small or !arge privately held corporations, and other tangible or intaogible assets 

owned by a group of economic agents and traded among them through exchange, harter or 

auction but whose characteristics are not known to other economic agents outside this 

group. A more appropriate term for a regional market would be a "Pareto syndicate" as 

broadly developed in Amershi and Stoeckenius (1983). Some examples of segmented 

markets are provided after we discuss the results. This discussion will highlight the major 

distinctions between our segmented market model and the standard integrated market 

model. 

Tue constructive proof of the existence of a rational expectations equilibrium in 

segmented markets requires extensive and non-trivial analysis. We only provide the main 

steps of the proof bere. A detai1ed proof cao be found in Rarnamurtie (1990).4 lt is 

3We consider the stock of any commodity - from coins and stamps to nuclear reactors, from managerial 
talent to management strategies, from data bases to large or small scale research and development activity, from 
casb an band to a stream of contingent cash ßo'WS - as an "asset" if its valuation relative to the numeraire 
commodity is positive. An "asset market" is then simply a formal or informal institution in which some or all 
of the assets in the economy are traded, either by transfer of title or securities based on the asset. Thus financial 
assets are also included in our definition. 

"Tb.ere may exist a more direct proor based on some fixed point argument. but having tried that approach 
using a comprebensive set of fixed point results (as in Zeidler (1986)), we were not able to derive one. Tbc 
problem lies in the fact that unlike the Hellwig fixed-point technique in tbe SINREE models, our model rcquires 
a simultaneous resolution of several fixed points, one for each regional market. The approacb used in 
Ramamurtie (1990) and bere is to assume the form of the price functional for eacb regional market with an 
intermarket trading noise term and to sbow tbat this is indeed fulfilled in equllibrium. This rcsults in a rather 
involved, non-trivial exercise in the algebraic properties of multivariatc normal distnDution with and without 
cooditioning and simultaneous solution of non-linear cquations in tbe moment matrices of thcse distn"butions. 
The tecbnique of proof may prove to be useful to otber researchers, and thus. we have included a c.ondensed 
proof here. 
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reassuring to have the existence result (which surprisingly requires almost no additional 

restrictions over those found in the SINREE literature. On the contrary, it requires less -

we do not need noisy supply!) Tue reason is (as we shall discuss later) that market 

segmentation in the U .S. economy or the global economy is almost a seif-evident fact, and 

having an equilibrium model in band that captures segmentation's essential features, and 

an existence result that is persistent (non-transient) is valuable for explanations and 

predictions of observed asset trading activity. 

In addition to the existence itself, the results based on the form of the pricing 

functional are also of much economic interest For example, results (2), (3), and (4) imply 

!hat in each regional market, the endogenow noise term !hat enables traders in those 

markets with private information to derive rent does not require the artifice of "liquidity" 

traders of the SINREE models.' 

An important observation that arises from the endogenous noise results is that to an 

outsider observer, the behavior of the prices and trading strategies in each regional market 

in our model would be empirically indistinguishable from the partial equilibrium analysis 

of the same market with "supply (liquidity trading)" noise as in the SINREE model. lt 

follows from this observation !hat rather than justifying the noise term in the SINREE 

model through liquidity trade, one can visualize our model as a general equilibrium meta-

5Mention sbould be made of a recent interesting model proposed by Allen and Gale in wbich "liquidity trade• 
emerges endogenously to produce price volatility. 1bis is a consequences of investors not knowing for certain 
their multiperiod consumption utilities at time zero and being forced to take positions in a time-segmeoted 
market (sbort term. and long term. holdings, but not both). When investors suffer "prcference shocks; they are 
forced to liquidatc aMet holdings for immediate consumption resulting in no~ supply. The key featurc of the 
model that precipitates this is thc assum.ed institutional segmentation of the market into sbort-term and long-term 
hnlding;. 
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mode/ in which each regional market can be aoalyzed by partial equilibrium analysis exactly 

as is done in the SINREE model. Since the mathematical structure of the noise terms is 

identical, the partial equilibrium analysis of each regional market yields all the insights of 

the SINREE model restricted to that regional market. Conversely, as mentioned in footnote 

2, the nice insights derived in the SINREE model need not be jettisoned because the 

controversial exogenous noisy supply term can be discarded and replaced by our endogenous 

noise term.6 Precisely for this reason we derive additional insigbts on intermarket effects 

filt is appropriate here to malre a distinction between out assumption of segm.entation in an econom.y, wbich 
is an issue of lack of common knowledge, and •fiquidity tracting.• which is an issue of economic choicc bebavior. 
l..et us first dismiss the facile obscrvation that both phenomena ultimately are the result of the •cosrs• of 
information processing. Without any specification of the functiooal nature of these costs, the observation has 
oo economic substancc. The substantive distinctions are found in the nature of the two assumptions as weil as 
empirical facts to support them. This we shall now delineate as crisply as we can. 

First, the assumption of scgmentation is a statement about the .rtnu:tute of the i&titutioos for trading. 
Since institutiooal structure is readily observable, we provide in the text of thc paper sevcral commonly observed, 
long.-standing structural features of the global and American economics that seem to sugest that market 
segmentation is more or less a seif-evident reality. 

Llquidity trading on the other band is a statemcnt about economic choice behavior that is fundamentally 
inconsistent. as Leroy (1989) has correctly noted (see footnote 2), with the maintained hypothesis of rational 
choice in economic theory. Thereforc, if there is substantial empirical cvidence of such bchavior, then not only 
is our model suspcd but all received economic theory that rests on the maintained bypothesis of rational 
economic choicc is also susped.. To date we have not comc aaoss such evidcncc. 

Sccond, there is nothing in thc litcrature which speaks lo the appropriate size, in a mcasure.-tbeorctic 
sense of the positive mcasure of economic agents in an economy with a measurc.-space of agents that results in 
just the rigbt am.ount of trading noisc. Put another way, wbat is the size of the group of liquidity traders that 
results in enough noisc to enablc rational traders to bide tbeir private information, but does not tilt the economy 
into chaotic trading in which rational traders lose money by bcing rational. In oontrast. we speak to thc size of 
segmentation - all we need is one large privately beld firm or professional partnersbip, or one technological 
innovation for segmentation to be precipitated and persist.enL 

Fmally, we do not address the ~ue of how segmentation came aboul We simply take the structural 
configuration of the global and American economies as an empirical fact and proceed to the analysd of economic 
phenomena in such an economy. There may or may not eDst a well-defined initial "big-bang" homogeneous 
belief configuration in the economy in the sense of Harsanyi (1967-<iB) from whicb by some inc:redibly complex 
( at least as it seems to us) process of differential infonnation entitlements, the economy becomcs segmented. 
W e have no interest in this process since it does not add to or subtract from the theory and economic insi.ghts 
developed here. By this we arc not saying the problem is not an intellectually challenging one - only that its 
resolution is not DeceMaTY for our purposcs. Nor is its resolution necessary to distinguisb segmentation from. 
liquidity tracling, since we also do not have such "big-bang" Harsanyi type of model that results in a group of 
traders engaging in liquidity trade. 

These then, are the critical distinctions between the assumptions of segmentation and liquidity or noisc 
trading. 
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of information acquisition and allocation rather than provide a partial equilibrium analysis 

of individual regional markets because many important insights in this respect have already 

been derived in the work of Admati and Pfleiderer. 

Results ( 4) and (5) are rather crucial, both in intrlnSic theoretical sense and providing 

a theoretical basis for observed market structures. Result ( 4) says that in equi/ihrium, 

segmentation persists. Hence, if an economy starts with segmented asset markets, the 

economy can never endogenously integrate through segmented trade. Furthermore, 

although the regional markets generate externalities on each other. through trade in the 

central market which are impounded in the pricing functionals, the pricing functionals 

neither reveal the other markets' asse.t characteristics, nor do the pricing functionals price 

the central market assets identically. _ This p~enomenon provides considerable scope for 

financial analysts and other arbitrageurs to "span'' subsets of each market and create mutual 

funds that improve investor welfare over what they get under the status quo. We will 

discuss these welfare effects of intermarket arbitrage presently. 

Result (5) shows that segmentation is an "if and only if' condition. Thal is, an 

economy with integrated markets can never precipitate segmentation in equilibrium under 

the usual assumptions on the supply noise term in the SINREE models. What this says is 

that in order to study the economics of observed markets which are obviously segmented, 

the segmented market approach that we have adopted here is indispensable. 

Finally, consider the significant issue of information arbitrage in (6). We believe that 

the detailed analysis of information arbitrage will provide the main empirical content of the 

theory of segmented markets. lt is work noting here that the existence of information 
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arbitrage is the essence of the point made by Grossman (1989) at the boginning of this 

section. The point also bears upon the ongoing debate about "market efficiency'' (i.e„ 

informational efficiency rather than welfare efficiency. We shall show that information 

arbitrage opportunities, as is to be expected, are greater in segmented markets than those 

in the SJNREE model. The analysis is also more involved than in the Admati-Pfleiderer 

(1987) SJNREE case. We show, based on the information value metric derived here, that 

a strict increase in welfare is not guaranteed by a simple increase in the assets of an 

investor's portfolio with assets from the other market. The increase is critically dependent 

on the mean excess returns ( over the riskfree asset) of the additional assets, the information 

provided about the payoff structure and its effect on the variance and precision of the excess 

retum conditional and unconditional variance-covariance matrices. Nevertheless, the 

intuition is that there are information arbitrage opporturtities in both scope and scale of 

information, and this implies that multiple financial intermediaries (financial analysts, 

mutual fund designers, and so forth) can operate simnltaneously and can derive positive 

rents (see footnote 6). 

We now discuss the commonly observed phenomena in real economies which provide 

the intuitive basis for the segmentation model bere and also the contexts in whicb to lest 

the predictions from the model. Consider the global economy. Individual country stock 

exchanges are segmented from each other. Since the NYSE accounts for a !arge part of the 

world's asset capitalization and is widely followed, we may regard it as a central markel 
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Alexander et al. (1987) document the global segmentation.7 Clearly, the Mexican, Indian, 

Hong Kong, Japanese, Gennan, etc. stock markets are not spanned by U.S. stocks and vice 

versa. Wbile there has been a movement towards global integration,' political as weil as 

national self-interest makes full scale integration infeasible in the foreseeable future. Global 

segmentation is the result of institutional and political restrictioos as weil as information 

limitatioos. 

An example of a purely institutional coostraint producing segmentation is the totally 

local municipal bond market of small municipalities (see, e.g., Kidwell and Koch (1983), and 

Feroz and Wilson (1991)). Another similar example is the U.S. banking and savings and 

loan industry. Unlike Canada, by law U.S. banks are regional in scope. This is particularly 

true of the savings and loan industry.9 'Illere are some that are called "super regionals," and 

may someday become national, as the laws may change. 

Tue real estate industry, which is concemed with the purchase of sale of the !arges! 

(in dollar value) collection of assets in the economy is segmented. This is our third 

7Indeed, while revising this papcr in June 1991, we cam.e across the following story in the Wall Street Journal, 
Jum 2q 1991, "Heard on the Street" oolumn that excmplifies global segmentation: 

European Managen hefu Homegrown SWcks to U.S. Sluuu (by Michael R. SWt), Zwich: 
"At the start of the year, European managcrs didn't much care for U.S. stock.s. 
Many of them missed the year's U.S. stock rally. 
To make matters worse, they didn't ride thc dollar's explosive rUe. 
Guess what? Thcy an: still not crazy about U.S. stocks.. .. For the most patt their favorites are righl at 
home in Europe" (empbasis added). 

'Several European and Japanese stocks are listed on the U.S. stock cxchanges as ADR's, and many U.S. 
internationals have their subsidiaries listed in the host countries' exchanges as independent companies. 

9 A small bank. in a smal1 community acts as the "regional market" in many respects in the sense we describe 
regional markets here. Most pcople in the community would havc their portfolios made up of local assets 
(home, family businesses, and cash deposits). A few may OWD stock in national companies lilre IBM. The bank 
acts as the intermediary between borrower and lenders in the local community. Indeed, most small municipality 
financing is done by 1ocal banks. 
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example. Tue segmentation is obvious and literally hundreds of examples of typical real 

estate transactions can be cited. Here we limit the argument to two of the most commonly 

observed practices - family real estate purchases (which probably account for 30%-40% of 

consumer spending in the economy which in turn accounts for nearly two-thirds of the total 

economic activity), and real investment trusts (REITS). 

Diamond (1984) points out that most transactions are consurnmated with the help 

of financial intermediaries, and the purchase and sale of family homes is a prominent 

example. There are over 500,000 real estate brokers in the U.S. alone. The question arises 

as to why? Tue sbeer scale of information is so vast that information processing costs would 

be prohibitive for most families. 10 Let us examine for the moment Irade among holders 

of real estate in Minneapolis. lt is obvious that this trading activity in the Minneapolis 

regional market does not directly affect the prices in San Francisco. Indeed people in one 

suburb of Minneapolis-St. Paul rarely know the complete characteristics of a house in 

another suburb, let along houses in San Francisco. Tue indirect effects on prices in both 

areas are transmitted through the central capital markets in the sense that capital is used 

for local assets and not assets in the central or different regional markets. In short, real 

estate markets behave very much along the lines of our model here. 

In addition to personal home real estate, real estate investment trusts (REITS) are 

another exarnple. REITS, in purely economic terms, are sirnply mutual funds, narrowly 

based on commercial (and sometimes personal) real estate property. There are a few 

''Most fämilies invcstigate only a few propcrties bcfore purchase from tbc thousands listcd on bmkeragc 
listings. lt would be rare to find a family tbal bcught a house by just looking al real cstale listing.<, photographs 
and mformation without visiting the place. TIUs actMty oonfinn& Diamond's (1984) search modcl aud it ünplies 
huge information gathering costs on thc buyer. 
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national REITS, but by far the Iargest number of these syndicates are local REITS. For 

example, there could be a closely held REIT focused on, say the Dallas hospital market, aod 

aoother such REITmade up of only Minneapolis shopping center real estate. Usually, there 

would be no cross trading between these REITS because a shareholder of the Dallas REIT 

may know the existence of REITS in Minneapolis, but not the precise characteristics of the 

assets in the Minneapolis REIT. 

Technological inoovation is a primary aod significaot cause of market incompleteness 

and segmentation. While the real estate market is segmented because information is 

extremely !arge aod widely dispersed, technological inoovation is a major cause of 

incompleteness and segmentation because the information about the innovation is usually 

extremely limited or totally absent (except arnong a set of economic agents with a measure 

of almost "zero" in regards to the rest of the economy) from the economy before the 

innovation becomes public. To take a concrete case, consider the invention of aircrafl 

Wben Wall Street opened in 1792, 200 years ago, it is doubtful that aoyone would have 

imagined people flying in heavier than air machines. Therefore, it is impossible to imagine 

investors buying or building assets that would contnbute to the various components of a 

modern aircraft. Indeed, even after the Wright brothers' historic flight, there is no evidence 

of the rieb investors in the early 1900's positioning themselves in industries that now supply 

parts aod material to Boeing, McDonnell Douglas, etc. 

Significaot technological inoovations at !arge R&D departments of corporations such 

as AT &T, General Electric, Merck notwithstaoding, most technological inoovations emerge 

from the efforts of small tearns of scientists at universities aod small laboratories. These 
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researchers usually first patent the inventions, and then form smaJI companies, initially 

owned by a tightly knit group of friends, family, local banks and local venture capitalists. 

Geographical separation adds to the information limitations so that for some time, these 

groups trade among themselves or with other firms with the same geographical, technologi-

cal or other characteristics. These are regional markets in our sense of the term. Then 

through initial public offerings (IPO's ), these smaJI companies seek !arger national 

recognition when the scale of production or research activity cannot be financed only by 

local capital. Prime examples of such firms are most of the high tech companies in the 

Silicon Valley and elsewhere, including such household as Apple Computer, Microsoft, 

Hewlett-Packard, and others. 

Tue final example we provide in the text is of the !arge privately held companies such 

as Cargill (revenues about $20 billion), Bechtel International (revenues $10.$15 billion), 

RJR Nabisco (revenues of about $20.$25 billion), and professional partnerships such as law, 

accounting and medical partnerships. A syndicate of owners and employees own these 

companies and trading is often restricted by corporate and partnership charters to other 

investors in the same company or those approved by the main investor. There is no active 

secondary market in 'shares' of such firms' assets. They are regional markets in our sense 
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because they are clearly segmented from each other, but many of the most wealthy owners 

also trade in the central market from stocks and bonds." 

The "central market" in our terminology is then the entire collection of assets in an 

economy about which there is common knowledge among all agents in the economy. Typical 

examples are widely held firms such as IBM, GE, AT &T, and so on. 

Now that we have discussed the theoretica.l structure of a segmented market economy 

and the observed asset configurations in real economies that !end the model empirical 

support, the natural question is whether this provides opporturtities for arbitrage. Indeed 

it does. Some discussion in this regard was provided in relation to point ( 6) above. Further 

insights will be provided in Section 4, and an extensive analysis is found in Amershi and 

Ramamurtie (1991). To conclude here, it is worth mentioning that there is substantial 

evidence for markets spanning activity, and this is discussed in the concluding section of this 

paper. Tue demand for spanning activity is a natural consequence of the almost universal 

non-iliverrification among investors. Substantial empirical evidence is found in the work of 

Feldstein (1979), King and I..eape (1984), who show thai most investors, including the most 

wealthy, hold risk-undiversified portfo/io - a finding that is in sharp contrast to the prediction 

of the usual integrated CAPM models, especially the heavily used Sharpe-Llntner model. 

11These 6ve examples constitute only apart of the range of economic asset transad:ioo activity that we c.an 
recite to support the struc:ture of our modcl. Other examples are the large collections of art and jewelry among 
the extremely rich. Their valne is in the hundreds of billions of dollars, but there is no active public trade in 
them. This selcd: group frequcntly eogages in internal trade, cxchange and transfers (tbrough marriage, death, 
etc.). This is a "regional markct" in our tcrminology. Anothcr example of •regional markets• that is more 
colorful in large criminal organi7.ations such as the Medellin drug cartel. the Mafia, and more recently (May 1991 
onwards), the Bank of Commerce and Oedit International (BCCI). 
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Allen and Gale (1991) cite a study by Mankiw and Zeldes (1990) that supports the findings 

in the earlier studies. 

Tue paper is organized as follows. Section 2 develops the model. Section 3 provides 

the main existence and persistence results. Section 4 develops the metric for measuring the 

welfare effects incremental asset payoff and spanning information. Some insights are 

heuristically discussed here. Section 5 concludes the paper. Tue Appendix contains the 

details of the proofs of the results not provided in the text. 

2. A MODEL OF A SEGMENTED MARKETS ECONOMY 

In this section we present the structure of the model. Tue model is general and, in 

principle, the economy can consist of an arbitrary finite number of investor groups (regional 

asset markets), and a central market. However, for simplicity of exposition, the model is 

developed in its most basic form in which the economy consists of one central market, 

denoted 0, and two segmented regional markets, denoted 1 and 2. There are two groups 

of investors. Each group trades only in the assets of its own regional market and those in 

the common central market. Figure 1, depicts the structure of our economy and its 

underlying intuition as discussed in Section 1. Tue equilibrium is derived in the context of 

a !arge economy so that the idiosyncratic noise terms in the private signals of the individual 

investors are not reflected in the equilibrium price vectors. This lends legitimacy to the 

assomption of competitive behavior by investors. We also assume, purely for ease of 
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computation, that each of these two groups has roughly the same number of individuals and 

that average risk tolerance in each group of investors is the same.12 

1. Investors and Their Preference Orderings 

Each investor is identified by a superscript and a subscript. The superscript denotes 

the regional market (and thereby the group to which he belongs) in which he and others in 

the same group trade in; and the subscript is bis personal identification. All investors have 

preferences over money that exhibit constant absolute risk aversion and they seek to 

maximize expected utility of end of period (time 1) wealth. Each investor has an initial 

(time 0) endowment of wealth, which for ease of computation is assumed to be determinis-

tic, implying an endowment of riskfree asset only.13 

Formally, for investor j in market k, 
-

ul(Wl';) = -exp(·P;W.;) P; < (0, eo) V; k = 1,2, 

where W.; is investor j's end of period wealth. 

Further, ~ denotes the initial endowment of investor j in group k. 

12w e have also derived a more general result with groups of different siz.es. The context. is that of a sequcnce 
of cconomies incrcasing in siz.e, leading to the limiting case of the 1arge economy in wbich tbe relative siz.e 
between the groups is kept constanl The assumptioo about averagc risk tolerance is also relaxed. However, 
the insigbts are not much different from those obtained in this paper. 

13In a morc gcneral setop, wc have endowments composed of both risky and riskfree assets.. Again. the 
insights are almost jdenticaJ 
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II. Structure orthe Economy and the Exogenonsly Specified Distribution of Payolrs, and 
Other Parameters 

There is a single riskfree asset in zero net supply with an end of period payoff of R 

(in terms of the numeraire commodity) per unit. Tue price of the riskfree asset is 

nonnalized to be 1 per capita. 

There are several risk assets, some belonging to the central market, and others to the 

regional markets. For concreteness, Jet there be K., K„ and K, risky securities in each 

market respectively. Tue per capita payoff distnbutions are: 

F, F; L.,, L. :Eu, 
F, -N F, .E,. .Eu "Et, 
F, F; .E,. .Ei, .E,, 

where 

F0: is per capita payoff vector of the assets traded in the central market 0, 

and 

F,: is the per capita payoff vector of the assets traded in the regional market k = 1,2. 

Tue number of assets in eacb market is fixed hut arbitrary. Tue variance-covariance 

matrix of asset payo!Tu is non-singular and positive definite. Hence, there are no redundant 

assets. Tue per capita supplyvectors for each market are the constants N„ N" and N„ This 

feature is a fundamental distinction between the model here and the extant standard 

integrated NREE (SINREE) models in wbicb the supplies are assumed to be stocbastic 

(Ramamurtie (1990) develops a model with stocbastic supply. 

lt is of fundamental importance to our model to note weil that the exogenously 

specified payoff distrihution sbown above is rwt common knowledge. This is the technica/ 
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definition of segmentation. Also, our model, like all other models in this genre, is a single 

period model. 

lnvestor's Private Information 

Each investor j, operating in the regional market k (and the central market 0), is in 

receipt of a private signal vector about end of period asset payoffs. Furthermore, all the 

investors belonging to a common group have homogenous beliefs (prior to receipt of private 

ioformation) about the payoffs of the assets that they are ioformed about the trade in. 

The private signal of investor j operating in markets 0 and k is the random vector 

'1 = [ :~] = [::] + [:J Vj, Vk = 1,2 

where 

[;.] - N [ [ ~], [~ :t] ] Vj, Vk = 1,2 

Tue noise terms t are independent of the payoffs F and other noise terms. That is, 

and 

E[ [ ~] [ ~] T] = 0 Vj, V~ Vk = 1,2 V L = 1,2. <!; • Et 

Investor's Price Conjectures 

We now descrihe the most critical component of our mode~ narnely the investors' 

equilibrium price conjectures. Each investor in each regional market group is aware of the 

existence of other regional markets, !arge enough to directly affect prices in the central 
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market, and in turn indirectly affect (because all prices are relative) prices of bis own 

regional market securities. What he does not know are the location and other payoff 

characteristics of the securities in the other markets.14 Tue effects of the other regional 

market's investors' trades are included in bis price conjectures as in.termarket trading noise. 

We assume, then, that investors in regional market k = 1,2 conjecture equilibrium prices 

of securities in the central market and the k* market securities to be linear regional market 

participants L(L = 1,2, L >' k) as follows: 

where the term [r~ is the intermarket trading noise vector. We also assurne that the noise 

term is distributed as 

1~0bviously, if the investor did not evcn suspcct the existence of other regional markets, then the model is 
meaningless because the segmentation is so total, it amounts to isolation. Then we are back into the integrated 
markets framework for regional market k and central market 0 combined for an im'cstor in market k. Since 'No 
and Nkt the supply quantities are common knowledge, as well as F0 and Fk> the investor should be ablc to 
determine the FREE for bis reP,nal market in a large economy. Then wben the realiz.cd priccs in ccntral 0 
and market k over the long run do not coincide with the FREE, the investor arrivcs at the rational conclusion 
that there is a systematic disturbance in the pricing. Consequently, hc would induce &am bis observations that 
there must be some othcr large group of investors wbo are also trading in the ccntral market 

Tbc question that arises herc is why, alter becoming aware of thc eDstence of othcr regional markets, 
the investor does not lind out the structure of the securities in that other markct. As intuitively cxplaincd at 
Iength in the Introduction, we assumc that such search for information is prohibitively costly becausc of 
infonnation processing linUtations for most investors. Although this c.ost is not modeled bete fonnally, it is thc 
cause of the lack: of common knowtedgc wbich is cxplicitly assumcd here as a form of bounded TUtionality. In 
short, we bave assumcd that common knowledgc occun in small groups or in regards to widely lmown 
information (such as the price ofIBM stock or the fact: that the sun rises in the east). We find it sillyto assume 
common knowledge about everything. 

To be sure, there could be some invcstors who could derive arbitrage profits from. spanning markets, 
and this is discussed in Sedion 4. However, for a more com.plete development in which these arbitragers create 
financial advisory services and spanning mutual funds under moral hazard and adverse relation, see Amershi and 
Ramamurtie (1991). 
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lt will be shown !hat these equilibrium price conjectures are self-fulfilling; i.e., they 

precipitate a segmented market rational expectations equilibrium. 

lnfonnation Strncture of the Investors 

Tue information strncture of the investor j operating in regional market k and central 

market 0 is the random vector: 

F, 
F, 
-. 
y~ - N - . y. 

P, 
P, 

whose distribution is multivariate normal N with mean and variance-covariance matrices: 

( ~:) 
( ~:) 
( ~:) 

where 

(i±) 
' 
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and 

where 

vari~=wt= [Ltc -~ ~1[f: tr'[~~ 
vk = 1,2, VL "' k, L = 1,2. 

lt will be shown that the information structure admits a rational expectations equilibrium 

pricing functional exactly as conjectured 

Payotl and Information Structure of tbe Economy 

For the economy as a whole, if there are 1 investors in each market, the real payoff 

and information structure is the K. + 1(2.K. + K, + K,) dimensional multivariate normal 

random vector of asset payoff and information noise random variables. 
-[F -2 -1 -1 -2 -2 -21T 'Et, E:z, ... ,e„ Eb Ez, ..• ,e, -

[ ~ l [ Q . . . . . . Q] [ Q . . . ... Q] 
( F] 

S' Q 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 
1 • • 

0 S' 0 0 2 
S.' • • 

• J • • 
N- Q 0 0 S,' 0 0 

0 
0 S' 0 0 0 0 • 0 1 

• 0 • 0 S' • 2 • S.' • • 
J 

Q • 
0 0 0 0 • S' 1 

where 
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F= 

[ "'-· s' l [s' "'-·] ""WJ Olj S l - OOj -wi 
11'J-22" s,OJ s,ij s20J s22J 

s~ = 

This information structure is not common knowledge. lt is simply the underlyiog 

reality in the economy as distinct from the conjectures of the investors. 15 Tue significant 

aspect of our results is that this reality interacts with the conjectures and limited information 

of investors in the segmented markets economy to precipitate a rational expectations 

equilibrium as the economy becomes '1arge" (1 - oo) in which the conjectured prices are 

fulfilled in equilibrium. Although we will derive the results "as if' 1 - oo, we need the 

following assumption to avoid technical difficulties that are irrelevaot to the issues under 

investigation here. 

Assumptlon 1: Let P(I) be a weil defined mathematical function of 1 with values in some 

Euclideao space R', q positive. Then 

15This point is subtle and care must be taken to understand what we mean by an underlying reality that is 
not common lmowledge. Some may argue that this should be taken as the "big bang" common prior in the sense 
of Harsanyi (1967-68) and our model "ougbt to" precipitate, by some information dispersion process the initial 
segmentation. As we have argued at 1ength in footnote 6, and in footnote 18, the notion of a univusal primordial 
common prior from wbich all phenomena arise by appropriately dispersed information pl'tlCCMes is a "doctrine" 
(m Kreps' (1990)) whose validity- empllic:ally and logically (Mertens and Zamrr (1985) notwilllstanding) has not 
been established free of paradox to the best of our knowledge. Our position bas been influenced both by 
theoretical physics and the diverse cssays of Bertrand Russcl oo the topic. 

This having bcen said, consider the following analogy to help out the intuition here. Consider the real 
estatc configuration ofMinneapolis, and coosider two suburbs of thc city, A and B. Therc is an underlying as.sct 
value • information structurc charaderizing the Minneapolis real estate configuration. but it is not ncceuarily 
the case that investors in suburbs A and B ( comidered as regional markets) would know this structure. 
However, for an cD:ernal obsenrer (such as us), to aeatc a thcory of the Minncapolis cconomy as a wbo1e, it 
is nccessary for modeling purposes to assumc somc form for Minneapolis ec.onomy as a whole. 
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This assumption is used in the proofs of the results. 16 

3. The Existence and Persistence Results 

In this section we prove the main existence and persistence of a rational expectations 

equilibrium in a segmented markets economy. The results can be summarized as follows: 

(a) A segmented markets economy is in a segmented markets rational expecta-

tions equilibrium witb endogenous intermarket trading noise tbat prevents fuJl 

revelation of investors private information even if there is no liquidity trade 

and noisy supply ( tbat is, tbe Grossman-Stiglitz paradox does not occur even 

witb fully rational investors wbo make no liquidity trades). 

(b) An economy is in a segmented markets equihbrium after Irade if and only if 

it bad segmented markets before trade. 

Theorem 1: There exists a Noisy Rational Expectations Equilibrium (NREE) in tbe 

segmented markets economy witb tbe price vectors of the forms below: 

For investors operating in tbe central market 0 and regional market 1: 

(l) [ P l [A,i] r~A,i ][F l [D' l P: = A
1
1 + A1~ A1

1: F: + D~ [~] 
For investors operating in tbe central market 0 and regional market 2: 

161t should be noted that we use implicitly the strong law of large numbers as in the •measure space of 
agents• approach to equilibrium analysis in the laige, as is clone in most of the SINREE models. However, the 
argument is cast. in tcrms of limit ec.onomies for its' intuitive clarity. 
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Proof of Theorem 1: See Appendix.•" 

The form of the REE price functionals in Theorem 1 is of critical importance in 

relating our development here to the integrated market NREE (SINREE) models. From 

the SINREE literature we koow that the integrated economy price functional has the form: 

(3) P = Ao + A1 • F - B • N 

where the term B • N is the exogerwus noise which makes the equilibrium price a noisy 

predictor of future payoffs so that information rents can be maintained. 

The equilibrium price functional in our model (ignoring the superscripts) has the 

form 

(4) P = Ao + A,F - D • r 

Observe weil that mathematically, the terms B • N and D • rare identica/ in form. Hence 

the term D • r plays the same role as the noisy supply terms in the integrated economy 

model (3). However, and this is the fundamental distinction, in our model this intermarket 

trading noise is endogenous and arises as a result of fully rational trading on the part of 

different groups of investors in the whole economy. The trades of each group of investors 

have a component which transmits a stochastic shock through the common central market 

17we apologi7.e to the reader for any incoovenience caused by the lcogth of the proof of this result. We have 
tried. to reduce as much as poWble the even morc oncrous proof in Ramamurtie (1990) without losing the ßow 
of the argument &entially, thc proofs most diflicult steps are to derive the unknown parameters in the price 
conjccture (1) and (2) of thc Theorem in terms of the emgenous paramcter structure. Once this is donc, thcn 
the self-fnlfilling nature of the ~ is cstablished. 
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to the price vector observed and employed by the other group(s) of traders. lt is this 

endogenous noise rather than the exogenously specified shocks that allows our model to 

accommodate the extaot SINREE models as partial equilibrium models of regional markets 

wilhout recourse to the artifice of "liquidity trading" aod the "supply noise." That is, instead 

of justifying the noise term B • N in (3) as arising from "irrational" or "liquidity trade," we 

cao justify it without "sanitizing" irrationality by the assumption that it is really rational in 

terms of the asset trading noise D • r aod the market under study is a segment of the 

economy, rather than the economy as a whole. In short, our model provides a meta model 

in which SINREE aoalysis is essentially a partial equiltbrium aoalysis of a particular market 

segment (see Iotroduction). 

As a check of the validity of the modei it cao be seen that the equilibrium breaks 

down when the assets in the regional markets are specified to be identical in all their 

characteristics and in their joint behavior with the central market assets. This corresponds 

exactly with the results obtained by Grossmao (1976) aod Hellwig (1980, Proposition 4.3). 

lo fact, is has been shown elsewhere (Rarnarnurtie (1990)) that in a segmented 

economy with stochastic supplies, NREE exists, aod investors derive rents from private 

inforrnation even as the raodom supply noise in each price conjecture P, aod Pn goes to zero 

because the intermarket trading noise still remains.1' 

We now state aod prove the results that market segmentation is self-perpetuating in 

equilibrium. That is, once the economy begins with segmentation, then segmentation will 

persist in equilibrium. This result is interesting in the sense that in the existence result of 

1'Tbis fact. further reinforces the points discussed in footnote 6. Gencric results of this type are found in Noe 
aad Ranwnurtie (1991). 
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Theorem 1, there is no mention as to how ''big" the regional markets 1 and 2 ought to be 

in relation to the central markets in order for segmentation to persist. For example, even 

if, in capitalization amount, the central market consists of, say, 95% of the asset capitaliza-

tion in the economy, the regional markets only 5%, segmentation and the accompanying 

indirect intermarket trading noise will result in equilibrium. To put it more concretely, we 

need a few !arge professional firms, privately held industrial companies such as Cargill, 

Bechtell, R1R Nabisco, etc., or an environment of continual technological improvements to 

guarantee that alter trade, the economy will remain segmented exactly as before. 

Tue converse question, also fundamental, is whether an integrated m.arket economy 

can ever precipitate a segmented market in equilibrium. Tue result provides a negative 

answer to this question. That is, if we begin with standard integrated markets as in Hellwig 

(1980), Verreccbia (1987), Admati (1985), and Admati and Pfleiderer (1987), and take the 

liquidity trade noisy supply terrn in the equilibrium pricing functional to be stochastically 

independent of the random end-of-period security payoffs, as is done in these SINREE 

models, then regardless of how noisy the market is, the economy will remain integrated in 

equilibrium. That is, all investors will hold all assets in the economy. This latter assertion 
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has a sound intuition that, in fact, can be considered as an intuitive but heuristic proof of 

the next result 19 

Proposition 1: An economy has no segmentation of its capital markets in equilibrium after 

trade if and only if it bad no segmentation before trade and the supply noise term in the 

equilibrium pricing functional is independent of the payoff vector F of the assets in the 

economy. 

Proof: See the Appendix. • 

4. A METIUC TO MEASURE INFORMATION EFFECTS ON INVESTOR WELFARE 
AND SOME HEURISTICS 

We shall now derive a metric that measures the monetary value of the change in an 

investor's expected utility as a result of a change in bis pre-trade private information. 

19 Assume that Markets 1, II and O are fu.Uy integrated. Then following Admati (1985), the price conjectures 
for the economy as a whole by all investors is 

P ~ A,, + Af-IN (a) 

Although this is the pric.c that also cmerges in equilibrium, there is a hypothesiz.ed titonnement pr()CCS.$ 
by which the Walrasian auctiooeer announcing priccs, and the agcnts recontracting, atme at the equihlni.um 
through a p~ of belief adjustmelas (and hcnce demand adjustments). lt is mcrely the dynamics of a fixed 
point argumeJ!L Thus at fictitious Stage 1, individuals condition their homogeneous prior belicfs ofF on the 
realization ofY1 they receive. 1be posterior beliefs, including the noise, will again be multiwriate normal with 
a non-singular variance-oovariance matrix. Tben at this stage the investors bchavc as heterogeneous belief 
b"ade<s with exponential utility functions, and therefore their demand lundions will not bc such tbat they hold 
zero amounts of any """' (see Lintner (1969) "' Cass and Stiglitz (1970)). 

Once these dem.ands are submitted to the Walrasian auctioncer, he computes a revised pricc to bring 
supply and demand into equilibrium. The revised price include& some information about the other investon' 
private information; investon then in Stage 2, rcvise the postcrior of Stage 1 to the posteriors in Stage 2 with 
!bis ac!Wtional mfonnation. Agajn, at !bis stage, they behavc as heterogeneous belief b"aders with CJl!IODential 
utility and multi-variate normal distributions with non-sing:ular variancc-covari matrices. Again. their new 
demand fuoctions at Stage 2 will not show segmentation (Lc„ no sccurity will bc hcld in zetV quantity (sec 
Lintner (1969), Cass and Stiglitz (1970))). 

This dynamics goes on wllil thc equilil>rium price conjccturc (a) is reachcd, at wbich point theybeha~ 
as standard hetcrogenous belief exponential utility traden with non-singular variance--covariance matriccs onF. 
Since at no stage in thc process, segmentation results, and in equilibrium they behave as descnöed above, then 
in the limit of this equilibrating p~ segmentation will not rcsult. 
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The welfare cbange metric measures the maximum information rent an information 

agent, whom we generically term the finandal intermediary, can collect when the agent is a 

truthful macbine - no moral hazard or adverse selection considerations serve to reduce the 

rent. If there exists moral hazard (i.e., the agent spends effort at discovering the information 

and incurs disutility) and adver.Je selection (i.e., the agent may seil useless information if it 

is advantageous to do so without the investor knowing it), then the maximum rent computed 

here is the first best amount and the second best amount would be less. 20 

Thus !et 6; denote the maximum among of rent the financial intermediary can collect 

from investor j upon sale of information. If W lj denotes investor j's random end-of-period 

wealth without the information, and w;; denotes the end-of-period wealth with the 

information after payment of 6; at time 0, then we must have 

where the equation is the individual rationality condition that the investor will pay reut up 

to the point of indifference. 

Observe that j could be in regional market 1 or 2. For simplicity of notation, we will 

not use the double subscript 'kj" where k = 1,2, and to specify j, we shall only use the 

subscript j in the information vector Y;. Thus, instead of Fij = [F.,. F.;J'. P >; = [P.,. P "]T, we 

shall simply use F, P. No confusion will arise since at least one parameter will be 

»rhis is a standard rcsult in the theory of contracts (sec e.g.. Hart and Holmstrom (1987) for a nicc survey). 
An initial attempt by Am.crshi (1984) to producc a theory of mutual funds and 6nancial intcrmediation resulted 
in a performance evaluation metric for mutual fund m.anagers tbat bad the virtue of simplicity and iatuitivc 
appcaL However, the rcsult was not derivcd in the contcxt of a proper rational expectatioos equihbrium in 
scgmented markets. In a related paper (Amersbi and Ramamurtie (1991)), we introduce disutility for cffort in 
thc information producing agent ( tenncd thc linancial intennedWy in Seetion 4), an ability to ,....i inlormation 
strategically and capacity constraints on the information tcdmology ioduced by an upper bound on thc total 
search effort available. 
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subscripted j. Let (F- y- P-) d th f . befo ddi . nal inf . and 
, j• enote e parameters or J re a tio ormat1on, 

!et (F, Y;, P") denote the parameters after getting information Y;. Observe that we assume 

Yj tobe quite general and Y; may not have, in general, a simple additive relationsbip with 

Y;. Similarly, F0 allows for the possibility that the investor's opportunity sets expands from 

F to F". Hence dim F" ;,, dim F {where dim denotes the vector "dimension" of the payoff 

vector). Similarly p• may be different from P dependiog on whether or not the information 

is sold to a positive measure set of agents of wbich j is a representative. 

Other Notation 

R: Payoff of the riskfree asset. 

pj: Absolute risk aversion coefficient of the investor j. 

<!>~ = [V ar[F 1 Y;. P])"': The conditional precision matrix of the asset payoffs when 

investor j is in receipt of signal{s) Y; and also incorporates information from the 

equihbrium prices, P. 

i";: Var[F - RP]: The unconditional variance matrix of the excess asset payoffs 

corresponding the investor j's a priori inforrnation and the current market structure. 

!';: E[F - RP]: The unconditional expected excess asset payoff vector, again 

correspondiog to the investor j's a priori information and the current market 

structure. 

<I>j, i"j, „; are then the corresponding conditional precision, unconditional variance 

and the unconditional expected excess payoff under the regime (F", Yj, P"). 

The metric a; is determined in the next result. 

Proposition 2: The maximum rent a; is equal to 
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(6) 

+ 1 f„"T ~··t • T ~-1 j 
• lJ"'j • T j • /Lj • #'j • T j P.j 

2R·p1 ---
Proor: The conditional demand for the risky assets under regime (F, Y;. P) is 

(7) D;(• IY1, P) = .!. [Var FIY; Pl' • [EcFIY; P) · RPJ 
P1 

= .!. • [+;] • [E(FIY;, P) - RP] 
P1 - - - -

Similarly, the conditional demand under the regime (F", Y;, P) is Dj( • i Y;, P) and is 

identical in form to (7) except that • is entered in the parameters. 
-

Hence the end of period wealths W1;. and W:; are 

(8) wlj = Wq. R + .!. [Var(FIY; P)l' • [E(FIY. P) -RPi 
P1 

(9) W:; = {Wq - a;JR + .!. [VarcF" I Y;, P)l' • [E(f-1 Y;, P) -RP1 
P1 

(10) E(U(W1;)) = E(-exp(-p;W1J) 

(11) = -l •exp[·P;•R•Wq· 
l'Pl!. rr1! 2 2 

.! EcF -RP]' • EcF -RP]] 
2 

This can be proved directly from substituting from (8) for W lj and noting that it is a moment 

generating function of a multivariate normal after appropriate linear transformation. (The 

details can be found in the Proof of Proposition 2 in Admati and Pfleiderer (1987). We 

sball not repeat them here ). 

Similarly, we can derive the expression (denoted by (11)) for 

(12) E(U(W;J) = E(-exp(-pWlj)) 
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from (9). Simply insert • in (11) for the expressions F, ~. 'i', p and (W~ - aj) for w~ to 

obtain (11'). 

(13) 

From equation (5), 

E(UcW,/l = 1 
E<UcWJl 

Taking log on both sides in (13) and substitutiog from (11) and (!!"'), by appropriate 

simplification we get equation ( 6) for a;. • 
Observe that a; differs from the value of information in an integrated market. In an 

integrated market (see Admati and Pfleiderer (1987)), we have the simpler expression 

(14) a; = ...!...1-Ji~;·I) = ...!... (logl~jl -logl~;I), {withR = l} 
2p \ 1~~ 2p 

because y/ = Y,. In the segmented market case y,· ;o! Y, (except in case (a) discussed below). 

Thus the comparative statics of the value a· are different. We now provide some derivations 

in this regard. Equation ( 6) shows that a; is made up of two components: 

(i) 

(ü) 

1 ,,J l'l'jl l~jl) 
2Rp1 '\ l'l' ~ l~;I 

1 [J.<j' • y,;·• • „; -I'; • ,,,~· • !';] = 
2Rpj 

Observe that by properties of conditioning 
--- - ---

(15) ~~· = Var(FIY, P) = Var(F - RPIY, P) 

and similarly for the precision matrix ~ • with information. 

Before we proceed further, it is necessary to spei! out clearly how the information 

vector Yj is acquired in segmented market economles. 
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In the segmented markets, there are several ways in which inforrnation can be 

collected by a financial intennediary aod packaged aod sold ( or used by herself as in 

Amershi aod Ramamurtie (1991)) to collect inforrnation rent. Some of these methods are 

identical to the SINREE case, extensively developed by Adrnati aod Pfleiderer (1987) as 

"viable allocations" of inforrnation. On the other haod, by the very nature of segmented 

markets eoonomics, there is a far greater scope for inforrnation production aod sale activity 

in such economies. For example, a !arge part of this activity would be search activity by 

financial intermediaries to span regional markets. Thus, there would exist financial 

intermediaries, who have comparative advantage in asset search and location, who would 

inform. investors in one market about investment opportunities in other markets. In 

addition, there would be financial interrnediaries who have the comparative advaotage over 

average investors to not only locate new assets, but also to acquire additional inforrnation 

of their payoff structure thao what is oommonly known about these assets. 

Here we shall consider three cases of inforrnation arbitrage activity aod provide some 

aoalysis and heuristics based on the inforrnation-value metric derived in Proposition 2 

There are other possibilities, but address them elsewhere {Amershi aod Ramarnurtie 

(1991)). The !hree cases are: 

Case (a): Investor j in market k= 1,2 acquires additional inforrnation about bis own 

market k's assets. 

Case (b): The financial interrnediary provides investor j in market k=l,2, the 

inforrnation only about the location aod pa,off charocteristic inforrnation about some 

or all assets in market L = 1,2, L ~ k. The inforrnation provided is the basic payoff 
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distribution information of L's assets that is common knowledge in tbe L market. 

(Note that in this case, investors in the L market may have private information about 

L's assets in addition to the basic information.) We call this type of information 

spanning infonnation. 

In this case F" = (F„ F1u Ff) where F~ may or mey not equal the whole of F" Yj = 
- - -

Y; (as not additional information other than F~ is provided) and, P" = (P.,, P„ ~). wbere 

we take ~tobe simply tbe price vector of the F~ assets taken as aparameter in j's budget 

constraint, where (P„ PJ is price functional conjecture in the k market about the assets in 

the central and k market, k 7' L The reason why we consider investor j in k takes ~ as 

a parameter rather than a conjecture is beca.use he individually has measure zero and bis 

trading activity in L assets will have no effect on ~· Thus it is reasonable to assume he will 

take P~ as given and simply consider the additional assets as additional investrnent 

opportunities with fixed prices ~· 

Case (c): The financial intermediary provides investor j in market k information as 

in (b ), and in addition also provides a private signal (just as investors in L have their 

private signals) about the payoff of the assets in market L about which she has 

provided location and basic structural information. In this paper, we shall not worry 

about packaging the totality of this information and how it will be allocated. Here 

we are concemed only with how the information-value metric would behave if all this 

information were procured by the investor j in market k about the assets in market 

L simultaneously. 
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In this case then we have that T- • fro ro F- , t ro p- ;:._), and y-• -mcreases m \'" °' tJ o \"""-°' v rt j -

-
(Y „ YD. The composition of p• is again similar since j is measure zero. 

Let us dispense with case (a) quickly. Given our disrussion in Section 3 that the k"' 

regional-central market conglomerate (k = 1,2) pricing functional is identical in mathemati-

ca! form to the SINREE model ( except that the noise term arises endogenously from 

intermarket trading noise ), the incremental information ahout the conglomerate has the 

same effects as in the SINREE model. Since the comparative statics of information in this 

milieu have been lucidly and extensively investigated hy Admati and Pfleiderer (1987), we 

hypass this case here. 

Cases (h} and (c) are somewhat more involved. To analyze them, we need the 

following lemma: 

Lemma 1: Let G he the partitioned (m+n) x (m+n) matrix 

where H is some mxm matrix. If g and H are positive definite, then if i = [~] is any 

partitioned vector of the vectors x1 (whose dimension = m) and x2 (dim x, = n), i'o·•x > 

Proof: Straightforward linear algebra. • 

From the lemma we can prove that 4j, > 0. 

Fact 1: a;, > o. 
Proof: Suppose the additional information provided to agent j in market k = 1,2, about 

-
assets in market L is about some ( or all} assets in L whose random vector of payoffs is P; 
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of dimension n Qess than equal to #L = number of assets in L). Tben the total payoff 

vector knowledge available to j is (F, Fj"). Similariy, 

Since 

then, 

p• = (P, PD. 

Y, = Var(F - RP) 

.1.• ['l'Bl 0 .. dfini . "' = C D , positive e te matnx 

for appropriate matrices B, C, 0. Both y,· and Y, are positive definite. 

lt follows from the Lemma 1 and the fact that 

I' = E[F - RP] 

and 

that 

or 4j, > 0. • 

This shows that the second component (ii) of a;, narnely 

of what the additional information is. 

Unfortunately, component (i) is indetenninate. 

1 4j, > 0 regardless 
2Rpj 

To prove the indeterminacy, observe that since for any matrix 0, 10-11 = 101-1, 
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log (l'l'"I · 1~·1) = 1o.l l'l'"I) • 10J 1v1) 
l'l'I · l~I "\ 1v·1 II\ l'l'I 

where from (15) .p = +·• = Var(P- RPIY, P) and 

1' = +··t = Var ( [~L]- ,:LJ 1 Y, p•} 

We next access the following result: 

Uinma 2: l .P" I is strictly greater than l .P 1 is strictly greater than l .P 1-
Proof: This follows from the properties of unconditional and conditional variance-

covariance matrices obtained from normally distributed random vectors, and the properties 

of positive definite matrices (Beckenbach and Bellman (1961). • 

We have therefore, 

(16) log (1:·1) > 0 as lfl > 11'1 
l'l'"I 

and 

(17) 

Thus 

(18) 

log (1i1) < o as l Y,I < IY,I. 
l'l'I 

log (l'l'"I · l~"I) is indeterminate. 
l'l'I · l~I 

4j, is the component in 6j that is due to purely an increase in the nurnber of asset 

from market L that the financial intermediary provides to investor j in market k .,. L Thus 

we define: 

Definltion 1: 4j, = value of market spanning information. 

On the other band, +· and + are precisions of the total (initial plus incremental 

information) information conditioned precision matrix and the initial information precision 
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matrix. Tue ratios 11'-" I / 11' 1 and 11'- 1 / 1 1/- 1 define the ratio of the ex ante (before 

information) and ex post (conditional on information) variance-covariance matrix 

determinants. 

Observe that if the financial intermediary provides only location information about 

assets in market L = 1,2, to investor j in market k, it does not mean that if • = if ". Tue 

reason is that the private information of j in k, Y; may have an effect on the conditional 
-

precision of the additional assets F~ from L Consequently, we cannot assume if • = if" when 

only spanning information is provided. In view of this, we define: 

Definition 2: H the information provided to investor j in market k = 1,2, about assets in 

market L "' k, L = 1,2 is such that 

(19) a;, =log (1:·1)- 10Jl!I} , l'l'"I l.l'l'I 
is ;, 0, then the information is called precision improving, and if it is < 0, then it is called 

precision reducing. 

With these in band, we now analyze cases (b) and (c). 

First observe that in the case of SINREE models, from (14), 6j ;;,, O because 

additional information is always precision-itnproving. There are no cross market effects. 

Hence, in the SINREE models, one can say that an increase in risk-tolerance p increases 

the demand for precision since the investor is willing to pay more (see Admati and 

Pfleiderer (1987)). 

In the segmented market case, we cannot say this, because if aj, + llj, < 0, then an 

increase in risk-tolerance would reduce the demand for precision and increase the demand 
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for spanning information and also decrease demand for total information. On the other 

hand, if aj, > 0, then demand for both precision and spanning information increase. 

lt should be noted, however, that since by Fact 1, .:l.j, > 0, then an increase in risk-

tolerance always increases demand for spanning information. That is, a risk-tolerant 

investor would like to increase the size of bis portfolio of assets with assets in L 

In general, then we bave the following Situations: 

(1) a;, > o 
(II) a;, < o and a;, + .:i.;, > o 
(III) aj, < o, and a;, + .:i.j, < o. 

Clearly, the financial intermediary would never put out for sale to j in k information 

about assets in market L „ k, such that situation (III) obtains. Thus situation (III) can be 

ignored becanse this can never occur in equilibrium. This Jeaves situations (1) and (11). 

We conjecture (thougb this needs tobe proven) that situation (1) is more likely than 

situation (II) under case (c) when the financial intermediary provides both location and 

private information about assets in the other market In the same vein, we conjecture that 

case (II) is more Jikely under case (b) than case (c). 

Situation (II) requires care. Consider for example, case (b). Tue financial 

intermediary has to find out whether increasing the number of assets in L searched for j in 

k „ L decreases or increases \ Bj, \ . If it is decreased, then depending on bis information 

technology and capacity constraints, the financial intermediary should seil a !arger ''mutual 

[und" (sec Amershi and Rarnamurtie (1991)). Tue opposite is the case when \ aj, \ increases. 
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In case (c), tbe financial intermediary has to determine tbe marginal cbange in 1a;,1 
witb an increase in asset location information, bolding additional information about tbese 

assets fixed, or tbe marginal cbange in l 6j, 1 witb an increase in asset specific information, 

keeping tbe number of assets in L searcbed fixed, or hotb. Again an increasing or 

decreasing marginal rate would require an appropriate information. If tbe rate of 1 a;, I 
increases with span, but decreases with precision improvement information, span fixed, then 

tbe financial intermediary makes the appropriate substitutions. 

In general tben, tbere are a variety of possible scenarios, and tbis should provide 

different financial intermediaries witb different information tecbnology and capacity 

constraints to choose their level of effort and co-exist in competitive equihbrium. That is, 

we would see all sorts of mutual funds spanning markets, from narrowly based to widely 

diversified (see Amersbi and Rarnarnurtie (1991)). There is no a priori reason why narrowly 

based mutual funds cannot exist in the presence of diversified mutual funds, and tbis is 

precisely what tbe analysis above suggests. There is considerable empirical evidence to 

support tbe prediction that a wide variety of mutual funds would exist in equihbrium (see 

also Section 5 for further remarks on tbis point). 

Finally, if a positive measure of agents in case (c) receive identical information from 

tbe financial intermediary, tben we can no langer take tbe prices of tbe assets in 1., Pj" as 

parameters. Our needs to recompute tbe equilibrium prices. This case is ratber complex, 

and we leave it to future research (see Amersbi and Rarnamurtie (1991)). 
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S. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS ON POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS 

In !bis paper, we have developed a model of a segmented markets economy in which 

investors are grouped into regional markets that do not cross-trade and a central market in 

which everybody trades. lt was shown that there exists a rational expectations equilibrium 

(REE) in which the pricing functional for each regional market exhibits a structure that is 

identical to the REE pricing functional in an integrated market with exogenous supply noise 

created by liquidity trading. In our model, the noise term arises out of intermarket tradiog 

noise even if there is no exogenous supply noise. Hence, the model here can be viewed as 

a meta-model in which the integrated market models can be considered partial equilibrium 

equilibria, and we may replace exogenous noise by endogenous noise. 

We showed that in the REE eqoilibrium, segmentation persists and investors can 

derive rents from private information because of the endogenous noise. Furthermore, the 

economy can be in segmented markets equilibrium if and only if it was segmented prior to 

trade. Thus, parametric integrated market models (Hellwig (1980), Verrecchia (1982), 

Admati (1985), and Admati and Pfleiderer (1987)) which start out with independent 

exogenous noise cannot precipitate a segmented markets equilibrium. 

We also derived a metric to deterrnine the value of additional inforrnation in 

segmented markets. This metric bas a different form compared to the integrated market 

case discussed in Admati and Pfleiderer (1987). In particular, the metric sbowed that 

intermarket spanning information always has value, but precision information may not This 

led to interesting comparative statics. 
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We do not provide a more detailed Summary here, as it has been provided in Section 

1. Here we consider observed phenomena and show how the model here can be adapted 

to those contexts to provide explanation and prediction. Wbile we da not formally pursue 

the analysis here for lack of space, each potential application can be resolved in principle, 

and future research is intended on analyzing their phenomena within our model. 

Tue first is the concept of "intrinsic value" of an asset that traces its origins to 

Graharo and Dodd's work (sec Cottle, Murray, and Block (1988)). This is closely linked to 

the notion of "hidden value." Tue popular press is replete with stories of investors, financial 

analysts and arbitrageurs engaged in widespread search of "mispriced" assets to capture 

hidden value. Rents to such private searcb activity often reach into billions of dollars, and 

are far in excess of eliminating standard round trip transactions costs. Arguments about 

such costs to explain the existence of these investors and financial intermediaries are 

obviously not plausible. We believe that the metric for welfare effects developed in Section 

4 to determine the "value" created by arbitrage through the combination of assets in 

different markets can be used to determine "intrinsic value." 

In particular, a commonly observed empirical fact which supports such "intrinsic 

value" information arbitrage is mergers and acquisitions. In almost every takeover, merger 

or acquisition ( of which there are thousands ), the acquiring firm or investor pays a !arge 

(typically 30% - 70%) premium over the current stock price of the target firm. Tue 

premium is for the "hidden value" discovered by the research departtnents of the acquiring 

investor's financial advisors and investment bankers. Similarly, certain mutual funds or 

portfolios (Fidelity Magellan, the Value Llne portfolio) have, on average, consistently 
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outperformed the generally accepted "market" proxy, namely the Standard and Poor's 500. 

Conversely, the very existence of a huge number of undiversified mutual funds, and an 

equally huge number of investors who hold only undiversified funds in their asset portfolios 

supports this clalln, and we generated a heuristic analysis in this regard in Section 4. 

A second phenomenon is the proliferation of narrow mutual funds generated by 

portfolio managers who created them from different regional markets between 1982 and 

1989. Thus there exist suppliers of asset information who are able to acquire this 

information through skill and effort (see Section 4). Such effort and skill are prohibitively 

costly at the margin to acquire for the average investor, and, therefore, all investors do not 

engage in search for assets. (Amershi and Ramamurtie (1991) speaks to this issue.) 

Both casual observation and empirical work (see, e.g., Diamond (1984), Prall, Wise 

and Zeckhauser (1979), among others) provide empirical support to this observation. Tue 

current paper is a direct consequence of an earlier model by Amershi (1984) on 

compensation contracts of mutual fund managers. 

In Nelson's Directory of "Neg/eded Stocks," there are about 13,000 "neglected" stocks 

in the public exchanges themselves not followed by an analysL Given the fact that many 

stocks although listed on the major stock exchanges are nevertheless "neglected," it would 

be highly irnprobable that all economic agents in the economy are fully aware of the several 

million business enterprises, and the scores of millions of real estate, art and other assets. 

Thus segmentation exists, and hence the demand for mutual funds that combine assets by 

spanning markets. 
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Between 1982 and 1989 the number of mutual funds grew by a factor of 600% (from 

300 to 1800) as revealed by the Lipper Index. Furthermore, most of these new funds are 

oarrowly based, and a substantial number have survived 10 years or more despite the fact 

!hat over !hat period, they have consistently underperformed relative to the Standard and 

Poor 500. Indeed, funds like Fidelity Magellan which has approximately 5000 stocks in its 

portfolio (and thus is far more diversified than that Standard and Poor 500) has consistently 

outperformed the S&P 500. Y et, this fund has not grown into a mega fund. lt contains only 

about $10 billion of the more than one trillion dollars in mutual funds. In fact, the so called 

"underperforming" mutual funds or group have 25 times more funds invested in them than 

the Magellan fund. 1bis type of irrational investing is not possible unless these funds have 

private value to investors, which is what the analysis in Section 4 shows. 

lt may be argued !hat the S&P 500 span (in payoff terms ), all these other assets, and 

thus most investors do not need to know the characteristics of these assets. 1bis is an 

empirical issue, but the argument seems highly implausible. For one !hing, this would imply 

!hat every technological innovation has a payoff characteristics spanned by the commonly 

traded assets, which makes no economic sense as argued in the introduction. 

We have no taken up the issue of "price volatility" in our setting because we do not 

yet know how to model this phenomenon in our setting. Allen and Gale (1991) have 

developed a model of segmented markets (see footnote 5) that produces price volatility. 

Another well-known phenomenon is the "small firm" effect. We believe !hat this can be 

investigated within the framework of our model 
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Appendix 

Proof or Theorem 1: 

First we will derive all the parameters of the conjectured price functionals ( 1) and 

(2) in terms of exogenous parameters. To this end we proceed. 

The conditional demand function for investor j in market k = 1,2, is 

-
(Al) lY,(• IY:, P„ P, = ;j · [vi(::){:i){:J)r· 

. [~::{:i) ' (::))- ,::)1 
"OJ "OOJ """ YOJ POOJ p.,. Po 

( 
') ( • • ) (- ') ( k k ) (- ) 

= „~ + „~ «,.k . y~ + p~ p:.; . i\ 
Vj = 1,2, .. „1, 1 - CO' Vk = 1,2. 

From the market clearing conditions in equilibrium we get: 

(A2) ("~) t [Li L.., 1-1 [°F,l 
"~ • PJ [L, E,,. " lF, 

- ;J l~ ~r · [(~) (w~ (~ ~Jr· · l~l 
(A3) l"~ "~) . _!_ f 87 s71-• 

"Wll "1>1 Pi lsw.i Sti; 
Vj = 1,2, ... ,1, I - eo, Vk = 1,2. 

Hence from (Al), (A2), and (A3), we have 
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Define 

(AS) [p~ p~l 1 [p~ p~1 
P~ P~ = !~".'. 1 ~ P~ P~ 

Vj = 1,2, ... , 1 - oo, Vk = 1,2 

and define the relationship 

1 2 1 2 -1 
«oo «01 aOl Poo•Poo Po1 P01 

(A6) «10 cill 6;12 P!o 1 0 = Pu 
«20 a21 &22 pi, 0 p~ 

Define as weil, 

(A7) (Cl~ o;~) . 1 ("~ Cl~) = Llm - L • • < ~ (By Assumption) 
u:O «:.: I - • 1 j uldlj a:~ 

Vj = 1,2, ... , 1 - oo, Vk = 1,2 

Then we have 
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[~] [~] + [:~a:] [:~] + [::::] [i] . 
• [FL-(Lwk) [~:~:]-' (;:] ]-[::] (NJ- [::::] [::] 

[~:] = 

(A8) vk= 1,2,vL„k,L= 1,2 

where 

(A9) ( ·1 ( ·1 «o .l Cl<ij. _ _ _ 
= Llm - E v1 - 1,z, .. .r "°, vk - 1,2 

(l.t 1-- 1 ,. ,„ 
k >I 

and 

[~~i (~)(~) A! A! . Jiooi.n.) (~) (E.., E,.) fL. E,. )-1 
lv... ..;-,,..:-,_ Lw Er.. l:E.o E.. 

(AlO) vk = 1,2, VL „ k, L = 1,2. 
Finally, 

From (A3), we bave that the coefficients 

lu~ u~) «WJJ «ldlj 

are independent of all endogenous mathematical constructs. 

Define 
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Lim 1 L 1 
8

ooi So0i [ 
• • }-1 

1- I J PJ ~ ~ 

as 

{All} = ! . [s.:, 8~1-
1 

< ~ vk = 1,z 
p ~s! 

where p is some constant. 

We bave therefore from the relationship (6) 

1 2 1 p!, -1 

&oo io1 «02 Poo•Poo P01 
&10 ci11 &12 

1 1 0 = P10 Pu 
&,., &21 &„ pi, 0 p~ 

the following equations that we need to solve: 

(A12} ßf.. = -R[af.. + [ploo + ~~-1 
• [V"<k + p(af.. - O.~J 

vk = 1,2 

and 

(Al3} ß"„ = p-•. 

R[(0.:0 • a~) {ploo + ~i-· • (V'<k + p(~ - o."<k)) - (V'„ + pa".JJ 

Vk = 1,2 

where 

vk = 1,2, VL >' k, L = 1,2 

where 

(Al4} ml:. = (ßl:.}1 VL >' k, L = 1,2. 

o."„ = a",., + tf..( al:. - al:.,ml:.) vk = 1,2 VL >' k, L = 1,2. 
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&""' = af,. + (atL - mtLaLL}' • tue 't'k = 1,2, 't'L >' K, L = 1,2. 

~L = ßtL(ßti_)"' 't'L >' k, L = 1,2 . . 
6l., = [(<>tL • ~L • ati_) !:(al:o • a"LLml:o)l' 't'L >' k, L = 1,2 . 
• t,.. = I:LL - t,..i;,,._ - t,.i:.i_ 't'L >' k, L = 1,2, k = 1,2. 

!:w = (l:i.o ·Eu~) • (I:oo • I:~i;..)·' 

't'L >' k, L = 1,2, k = 1,2. 

!:,.. = (Eu - ~...) • (I:„ - i;..I:;,/,I:...)"' 

't'L >' k, L = 1,2, k = 1,2. 

(
V.:. V.:_) __ Fr: E.. )-

1 

't'k = 1,2. 
V! V~ :E.., :E,.. 

mt. "' ß'.,.(ß'„y1 
(A15) = -p[at,. + (pi., + ({,/;~)"1 

• (V'.,. + p(af,. - &"...))] . 

• [ &<„ • ~) (pi., + ({,/;~)"1 (V' ... + p( "'"' - at,.)) - (V'„ + pa'..) ll 

't'k = 1,2. 

To summarize the above derivations, (A12), (A13} and (Al5} result from the demand 

equation analysis and are repeated below: 

(Al2} ß' ... = -R[&" ... + (pi., + ({,/;~)"' • M + p(af. - at.}}] 

(Al3) ßt. = p·1R[(ci"~) • (pi., + ({,/;6"00)"
1 

• (V'"' + p(af. - &"...)) - (V'„ + pa'..)] 



so 

(A15) ~ = /l"o.(ß:J·' 
= -p[~ + (Ploo + ~)"' (Vf,. + P(cl.. - ~)). 

• [(&'~)(ploo + ~~t' M + P(<l.. - ~l - (V'„ + pa'..)J"' 

Vk = 1,2. 

Now define 

where 

1 - ß' (ß(' )•1 
II1Q1 - 01 11 ' 

~ = ß~(ßht' 

m:o = (ß:1)-
1ßfo. and 

mlo = (/!'„)"'ßlo as before. 

Theo, by a suitable rearrangement of terms and simplifications, we have 

1 ( 1 )-'V' V 1 
aot a,1 11 - 01 

r= (•T .2 ( 2 \-1 1 ( 1 )-1~T)8'1 + Luoo + :E20 + u-az aw - am 0 11 "'11 2().1 

• laoo + a:1(a:1t 1a:0 + (~ + a'02(a'22)"
1 + pll'„f:,,)8',.]-1 = 

1 IP.. • • [V 01 - p „i:ll] 

• 

and: 

• 

• Cl~t 
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er' (a' )-1v' - V' O'l 22 22 02 

(A17) B'„ = 
o':: (tT 1 ( 1 )-1 2 ( 2 ,_1•T\Jll + Lu:oo + 10 + 001 °11 - a--02 °w E11"'1o1 

• 'ii + a' (a' ,_1a 2 + (tT + a 1 (a1 )-1 + p81 t )61,J-' Lu:oo O! '221 20 10 ot 11 ot lt 1 

• [V.i, - p8:,t,,J 

[(V 2 ...2\ ( 2 tT91o1-1 i-1 22+Puw- 0 20+ 121 • 
2 -1 2 ... T l 1 -1 1 ... l -1 ·[ä„ + a„(~ a„ + (E10 + am(an) + p6mE11)61J 

' l • ·[V „ - p8mE12) 

where, from equations (Al4) 

. 
ti1 = E11 - t10 • l:o1 - t12 • !:21 = E11 - E10 • t'fo - E12 • t'f2 

t 10 = (E10 - E„E;)E,.) e (E„ - E.,E;)E,.)-1 

!:1o = (E., - E„E;JE,.)-1 • (Em - E.,E;)E,1) 

tI, = (E,, - E,.E;,ll::„t' • (E,, - E,.l:JEm) 

!:„ = (E12 - E1.,E;,\E.,) e (E,, -~-1 

f:,. = (E,. - E,1E;:E10) • (E00 - E.,E1:E10)-1 

• 

• a1 11 
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As can be seen from above 8/n and its transpose Bl.,, are functions of 8'20 and ~ and vice 

versa. Again by appropriate manipulation of terms and relationships, we obtain tbe values 

(A18) /l01 = p·' • R • [~/,/;] • [erooJ' • [crb1(erl,Y'Vl1 - V/n]. 

(A19) ßlo = p·' • R • [Vl1(erl,)"'erl0 - Vlol • [erooJ'[~/.]. 

and 

(A21) ß"!n = p·' • R • 1~m[er„J1 [er"f,,(erl,)"1Vi, - V'm]. 

(A22) /l;, = p·' • R • [V222(erh)"'V2„ - \1220] • [er00J1[~i,.]. 

(A23) /lh = p·' • R • [\1222(er22)"
1er;, - v;,1 • [~]"'[."!,,] 

where 

(A24) 

= p·• • R • [.'20][eroo]·1er~ - \12,o] • [~J'[~]. 

IT_ l .2 2( 2)-1 2 + '('° '° ( 2)-le 2) TJoo - aoo + aoo - am an a20 ao1 L.10 - L.12 an a20 . 

1 _ 1 "'T 1 .2( 2)-'•"' 1 KOt - ao1 + z.1oa11 - UQ2 an L.i2a11· 

2_1 2 '(')·II+("' '(')·'e"T)2 TJoo - aoo + aoo - ao1 a11 a10 z..20 - ao1 a11 L.21 a:zo. 

2T - 1 2 '( ')·' 1 '<'" '"< ')·' • ') TJoo - aoo + aoo - aot a11 a10 + am wio - U:Zt a11 a10 . 

~ = er"!,, + (~o - er/n(erl 1)"'~1 • erl,) 

.'20 = er;, + (f;,. - erl,f;,1(erl1)·
1 

• er\0). 

• 
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We can then solve for /l/,, and /l1.i once we bave the values for other /l's: We have 

(A25)/l1 - 1 ( 1 )-1/l1 _, R [V' ( 1 1 ( 1 )-1 • 1 ) 1 ( ')-'•V'ol oo - ao1 a11 10 - P • • oo + P aoo - «01 a11 a10 - Clöt a11 1 • 

aod similarly 

(A26) /ll,, = aÖ,(ah)"'ßio • p-• • R • [V'00 + p(al,, - aÖ,(ahY' • ai,) - afu(ah)"' • V'.,]. 

Thus, we obtain the values for all the beta coefficients in terms of the exogenously specified 

system parameters. We bave therefore determined the parameters: 

&., = -ä„ • /lÖ, • (/lh)"'. 

- (fl'-' 1. a10 = - 11) • ß10 • aoo-

- to2 -1 2 -a20 = ·VJ21) • ß'lD • aoo-

• ('-' • o2 (Dl)-' a12 = ß11) • ß1oaoo • µ02 • JJ22 . 

ä„ = (/lhY' + (/l'„)-1/llo • &., • ll'„ • (/lh)"'. 

Having expressed all the äijs in terms of the exogenous parameters, we are now in a 

position to express the price vector coefficients 

01., Vk= 1,2,vL ... k,L= 1,2 [A,,•} r~ A!} [D •i 
>.; ~ A! o! 

also in terms of the exogenous parameters. 

1bis proves the existence of a partially revealing rational expectations equilförium 

in ao economy with segmented markets and in which there is no exogenous snpply noise as 

specified in Theorem 1. • 
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Proof of Proposition 1: 

In an SINREE model wbere all the investors bave homogenous priors on all the 

assets, Admati (1985) derives a linear noisy rational expectations equilibrium price vector 

of the following form: 

P = Ao + A, • F - A2 • Z, A2 non-singular 

wbere F is the payoff vector for assets and Z is the per capita supply vector. In Admati's 

model, investors receive private signals of the type Y. = F + f. and for there to be an 

equilibrium an infinitely many number of them receive private signals wbicb are of füll 

dimension. 

Each investor a, bas a uttlity function over end ofperiod (E.0.P.) wealth given by U, 

= -exp ( :.) wbere p, is the risk-tolerance p, e (0, oo ). 

Admati defines 

p = l /p,d, and Q = l A p,D;'d,. where S, = Var[<J for every a. 

Tue conjectured ( and actual) joint distribution of payoff, supply and private signal vectors 

are as below: 

V 

V+S. 

VAT 
l 

VAT 
1 

The a°' investor's condition demand vector bas the following form: 

Va. 

D,(•IYuP) = a,,.Y, + ß •• P, = [Var[FIYu P]]''[E[FIYuP]-RP] 

wbere R is the E.O.P. payoff on the riskfree asset. 

In equilibrium we have with the distribution of private signals such that Q is P • D. 
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Ao = _e_ 
R 

["PV-1 + "Pou·10+01·1 
• [V·1F +ou·1z1. 

A1= 1 
R 

["Pv·1 + "Pou·1o+oi-1 
• [O+"Pou·101. 

A, = 1 
R 

[pV-1 = pQU·1Q+Q]"1 • [I + pQU·1]. 

Therefore, given that V, U and Q are all P • D, A1 is in fact P • D and more importantly 

A, is non-singular. (Note that p-v·1 + pQU·1 + Q is P • D, and 1 + pQU·1 is non-

singular.) 

We have for an investor a who gets a full dimensional signal Y. = F + E .: 

ß1o = p,[AI[A,UAll1 
• [I · RAi]] · R • p,[V·1 + s;1

] 

= -R • p, • [[I + "Pou·1i-1 
• V-1 + s;i, and 

a1• = p.S~1 and therefore P • D. 

This implies, since the investor's demand vector has the following form, that: 

D,(• IY0 P) has a non-singular distribution for investor 'a' because F, <, and N are 

all independent random variables and "1o is of full rank. 

We have for an investor who uses only price information: 

D,(• IP) = a„ + ß, • P. 

ß, = -p]{ • [I + iiQU·1i-1v-1
, and therefore non-singular. 

This implies that bis demand vector has the following form: 

D,(• IP) = a„ + ß. • P. 

= (a„ + ß.A.) + a 1, • A 1F · ß, • A,N. 

Again D,( • i P) has a non-singular distribution because F and N are independent and ß, • 

A, is non-singular and of full rank. 
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Therefore since the demand vectors for investors who get full dimension private 

signals and those who are privately uninformed are full dimensioned, we see that these 

investors will almost always hold all the assets in the market. Hence the condition that a 

positive measure set of investors do not hold the entire of assets, will never arise, i.e., the 

market will not precipitate segmentation endogenously. 

Finally, even if all the investors observe signals of lower dimension, we find that there 

will not be segmentation because the conditiona/ variance-covariance matrices of each of the 

investor's conjectured asset payoff vectors are non-singular (P • D). In fact the conditional 

asset payoff covariance matrix, for the investor is non-singular, whether or not he is in 

receipt of a private signal. This again leads to the conclusion that all investors will be full 

diversified. 

Thus segmentation cannot be precipitated endogenously in equilibrium in SINREE 

models if the supply nolse in the pricing functional ls independent of the payoff vector F of 

assets in the economy as required. • 
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